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Abstract 

Title: Simulation Based Cost-Benefit Analysis for the Inspection of 

Highway Bridges using Small Unmanned Aerial Systems 

Author: Rashmi Kadamkulangara Balagopalan 

Advisor: Dr. Luis Daniel Otero, Ph. D. 

 

Visual inspections remain significantly important in surveying the 

present decay and deterioration status of bridge inspections. These 

inspections are critical to conduct patch-up remedies and 

maintenance assignments to guarantee the continued 

serviceability of structures. Given the high inventory of bridges 

nationwide (over of 600,000 bridges), increasing costs of bridge 

inspections are becoming a concern for departments of 

transportation (DOTs). The conventional inspection method is costly 

due to various factors. For example, the current approach often 

requires specialized equipment (e.g., bucket trucks) to conduct 

underside bridge inspections that significantly affect safety levels 

on the field and overall costs, and inspectors need to coordinate 

traffic control via maintenance of traffic (MOT) activities. As an 

alternative to the conventional bridge inspection approach, the 

academic community have been conducting research to 

understand the feasibility of using unmanned aerial systems (UAS) 

for bridge inspections. Therefore, there is a need to develop studies 

to assist transportation decision-makers in deciding which bridge 

inspection method –conventional versus UAS—will be best suitable 

for particular bridges. This thesis work provides a first-step approach 

to develop such decision-support system based on overall 
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inspection costs. Discrete event simulation coupled with resource-

based costing are used as tools for the approach presented in this 

thesis. 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT  

1.1 Background 

Bridges tend to deteriorate with time, depending on the 

environment surrounding the bridge, active load, load capacity, 

load frequency, and several other factors. The instability caused by 

these factors frequently impacts the rate at which structural 

deterioration occurs, requiring regular inspections to precisely 

evaluate the condition of a structure. To guarantee the continuous 

serviceability and wellbeing of users, it is vital that information 

identifying the deterioration of the bridge and the state of 

individual parts be recorded. An investigation of this information 

empowers fixing the deterioration of supports or allows for 

remediation attempts to be allotted.  

The federal highway administration (FHWA) conducts bridge 

inspections every two years. The conventional method of bridge 

inspection is done manually by diverting the traffic or other bridge 

access methods (e.g., ladders, rigging-cables and platforms, ropes 

or climbers, man-lift, etc.). These methodologies allow inspectors to 

get a closer look at the defects for which a considerable amount 

of time is consumed to evaluate defects throughout the length of 

the bridge. The entire process often includes a visual inspection, 

creating results that are subjectively operator-dependent. The 

inspection often requires blocking or diverting of roads to keep the 

inspection process uninterrupted and safe for drivers.  
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Therefore, any advancement in the field could enhance the system 

or technology of inspection procedure by saving time and costs. 

 Advancements in the field using small unmanned aerial vehicles 

(sUAS) have been employed to conduct visual inspections of areas 

like landfills, populations, and gravel pits at considerable cost-

savings compared to their manned counterparts. sUAS offer 

significant potential for bridge condition evaluations, permitting 

clients to gather aerial-based pictures from a sUAS-mounted 

camera. These aerial-based systems allow inspectors to overcome 

land-based constraints. This saves the time spent at the site per 

crew member, reduces the work load of the inspection crew, and, 

most importantly, alleviates the cost of inspection compared to the 

hourly cost of the manned flight. 

The sUAS are mounted with various sensors, such as high-definition 

still cameras equipped to transmit video data of structural 

components [2]. Routine inspections provide information of the 

existing physical and functional conditions of the bridge structure. 

According to the Bridge Inspector’s Reference Manual [1], there 

are six, basic objectives of the bridge inspection process: 

1. Plan the inspection 

2. Prepare for the inspection 

3. Perform the inspection 

4. Prepare the report 

5. Identify items for repairs and maintenance 

6. Communicate the need for immediate follow-up for critical 

findings 
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1.2 Scope  

An alternative to control the increasing cost of conventional bridge 

inspections (see Appendix A) involves simulation-based cost 

analysis using the concept of activity-based costing (ABC). This 

document summarizes the results of cost analysis to understand the 

current Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) bridge 

inspection practices and the changes needed to evolve it into a 

system with the desired technology. The objective is to provide a 

first-step approach that will eventually result in a decision-support 

system to assist transportation decision-makers in deciding which 

bridge inspection method –conventional versus small unmanned 

aerial systems (sUAS)—will be best suitable for particular bridges. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

Bridges play a very vital role in the national highway transportation 

system. Maintenance activities of these structures are critical to 

keep bridges healthy and long-lasting. A key concern for FDOT 

regarding the current approach for bridge inspections has to do 

with challenges involved with inspecting hard-to-reach bridge 

areas. The current system of evaluation requires long hours and lane 

closures, as well as diverting traffic flow to give space for inspection 

vehicles, which need to be parked and moved for inspections as 

well. Study on cost-involved parameters in the inspection process 

like maintenance of traffic (MOT) and accidents become a 

significant topic to improve, considering fixed cost and variable 

cost, depending upon the requirements of the inspection site.  
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Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

In general, sUAS (e.g., drones) are an upcoming topic spanning a 

number of aspects including technology, privacy rights, safety, and 

regulations. sUAS are recommended in many field inspections for 

technology like cranes, smoke stacks, power lines, pipe lines, wind 

farms/wind mills, roof-tops, solar panels, refinery flare tips, and 

bridges. Additionally, sUAS are commonly used in search and 

rescue operations, insurance company claim evaluations, and in 

any application requiring aerial video or still photography.  With this 

wide variety of applications, it has become essential to make sUAS 

more readily available and cost-effective to use on a regular basis 

in terms of rules and regulations. This section aims to enhance the 

cost-benefit of using sUAS in bridge inspection over manual 

inspection. 

2.1 Monitoring of Structures 

Bridges and high-mast luminaires (HMLs) are key components of 

transportation infrastructures. Routine inspections of these structures 

keep an eye on the structural condition and behavior from time to 

time to maintain the structural life expectation by identifying 

defects and rectifying them. The most common approach involves 

visual inspections by trained and experienced inspectors. The 

academic literature has proposed studies involving sUAS as an 

alternative to conventional methods of inspection to improve 

safety of inspections, access hard-to-reach bridge areas, avoid 

traffic congestions, improve the accuracy of structural health 

evaluations, save time, and improve cost-effectiveness  [2]. sUAS 
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are equipped with high-definition cameras to transmit video data 

of the structure’s components in real-time. This study also identified 

limitations and presented expected use of the sUAS as a tool during 

the structural inspections. To understand the performance and 

limitation parameters of sUAS during the transportation 

infrastructural inspection, the study also conducted altitude, 

payload, and maneuverability tests. Altitude tests performed on 

capability found it easy to detect SUAS orientation up to 400 feet 

vertically and 1,500 feet horizontally. The result of the test showed 

that the maximum height to consistently detect SUAS-orientation is 

restricted. The next consideration was payloads. Payloads vary 

widely in size, weight, power, and cost. In addition, each payload 

has its design strengths and sensitivities. Payload testing results 

showed that carbon-fiber propellers increased flight time by 10 

percent [2]. The test results also showed that the maximum flight 

time is a function of battery type, battery configuration, and 

payload test. These results showed that the sUAS can be properly 

operated by an efficient operator from a minimum clearance of 3 

feet from the target with a wind speed of 15mph. 

Additionally, in coordination with FDOT, various test was conducted 

to collect data from HMLs and bridges. These were compared with 

the visual results taken by the FDOT team and the results were of 

similar or better quality than the visually collected data. The result 

was convincing enough to the FDOT team to showcase the benefits 

of using sUAS. 

2.2 Feasibility of using sUAS 

A team from the Georgia Institute of Technology conducted a 

recent research project to explore the feasibility of using sUAS in the 
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Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) operations and to 

determine the economic and operational benefits of this 

technology [3]. As per the author, sUAS comprised of control 

stations for the human operator and one or more SUASs well-

equipped with cameras, radar or laser-based range finder, and 

other communicative devices. 

In this publication, the author emphasized the different application 

of using SUASs and specific research to integrate this technology in 

various aspects of application. This included using SUASs as 

technology for tracking highway construction projects, performing 

structure inventories, road maintenance, monitoring roadside 

environmental conditions, as well as many other surveillance, traffic 

management, or safety issues [3]. The author mentioned a 

summary based on the DOT’s applications using SUASs, which is 

shown below: 

Table 2-1: Summary of previous sUAS applications by DOTs 

 

Government entities like FDOT, Virginia Department of 

Transportation (VDOT), and Ohio Department of Transportation 

DOT Application Equipment
Virginia real-time traffic surveillance, monitoring traffic incidents video/digital

and signals, and environmental condition assessment of camera
roadside areas (Carroll and Rathbone 2002)

Florida monitor remote and rural areas of the state of Florida video/digital
(Werner 2003) camera

Ohio capturing aerial images for data collection and traffic video/digital
surveillance purpose on mountain slopes above state camera
highways (Coifman et al. 2004)

Washington capturing aerial images for data collection and traffic video/digital
State surveillance purpose on mountain slopes above state camera

highways (Coifman et al. 2004)

Utah take high-resolution pictures of highways to inventory video/digital
their features and conditions at a very low cost and in camera
short time (Barfuss et al. 2012)
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(ODOT) are working with universities on SUAS systems to monitor 

rural areas, traffic incidents and signals, and environmental 

conditions. The authors, with the coordination of GDOT, have given 

an analysis on GDOT division that might have the potential to use 

SUASs based on operations, mission, and responsibility of each 

division. The result identified a clear picture of the general goals 

and tasks of different GDOT division and offices. 

Once specified, the study continued to identify the requirements 

for the GDOT divisions. The purpose and objectives of the divisions 

were converted into a set of requirements considered to design the 

SUASs depending on different requirements of the divisions based 

on certain analysis such as: (1) defining the operational tasks in the 

division, (2) studying the environmental conditions of the 

operational workplace, (3) analyzing the user characteristics, and 

(4) investigating the current technologies/tools used at the 

division’s operations. This resulted in detailed matrix significant for 

each division’s operation [3]. 

Based on the interviews conducted employees at the division and 

office level from four divisions 24 experts where interviewed to  

determining the requirement of a sUAS system was essential to meet 

the need of the GDOT identified division. The requirements included 

software, hardware, and the user interface. A cost-benefit analysis 

was performed to consider design, construction, operation, and 

maintenance of a SUAS. Additionally, the cost for training the user 

at each division and recruiting an expert for sUAS who understood 

the system to implement the job for GDOT was considered. The 

interview results highlighted the understanding of SUAS application 

throughout DOTs, operational requirements for each identified 
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GDOT division, parameters to design the SUAS for the identified 

GDOT divisions, and finally the cost-benefit analysis. 

2.3 Activity-based Costing 

ABC gets budget plans from the levels of activities that drive costs, 

resulting in a more precise and efficient budget plan. Each cost-

focus can have various cost-records, and spending for each cost-

record can be driven by various activities. The study in one journal 

[4] discussed the application of discrete event simulation (DES) of 

the activity-based manufacturing system to solve many of the 

limitations of the traditional cost system (e.g., [4] the total direct cost 

– labor cost is calculated from records and proportionally added to 

that of new cost and it alters the original cost that is needed to 

make a new product). 

Simulation models were prepared using the WITNESS simulation 

software to model a semi-automated printed circuit board 

assembly line. The author conducted a case study to understand 

and demonstrate how ABC can be applied to a manufacturing 

system using simulation modelling techniques. The ABC technique 

was adopted in this study to understand the limitation of the 

traditional method of costing, which gives a less clear indicator of 

how to properly cut costs and unable to support the decision-

making. Researchers like Cooper, Kaplan, and Turney [5] have 

successfully explored cost theories and the development of ABC, 

though they have not mentioned an effective cost technique to 

the manufacturing environment. 

A simulation model was made to understand the appropriate 

combination of activity and cost-items required in ABC 

methodology. As it considers the manufacturing unit a dynamic, 
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modelling-framework constructed in combination with its 

operational aspect and financial variabilities, ABC is time 

consuming if not planned and implement the framework in a 

constructive way.   

Additionally, the study started with the development of simulation 

model, observing the processing time of activities in the system 

characterizing its variation distribution. To achieve accuracy, the 

developers used certain technology called activity-cost drivers, 

which consisted of three types [4]: (1) transaction drivers (which 

count each time an activity takes place); (2)duration drivers (which 

represent the time taken for each activity and so considers 

variation); and (3) intensity drivers (which directly cost resources 

used each time an activity takes place). Therefore, simulation-

based ABC can be used in combination of these drivers. 

This study illustrated the application of a discrete event software 

tool helping to develop an ABC manufacturing environment by 

creating events or activities that occurred in the manufacturing 

system. Kaplan and Cooper of Harvard Business School introduced 

ABC [5] as an alternate to the conventional costing method; the 

purpose of this method was to break down the system into small 

units based on activities, including its amount of time and resource 

spent on that activity. 

To implement ABC into the simulation model, calculations were 

made on cost of each activity formulated in Eq. 1, where C is the 

cost contributing to making a product, T the time during which the 

resources are occupied, R the cost rates at which the resources are 

being used, and M the cost of material used for the process (e.g., 

equipment, labor, etc.) were being used. 
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           C=TR+M                                                             ----------------- Eq.1 

The technique can provide more detailed analyses such as 

calculation of the surplus capacity firstly by overhead cost, which 

may not be proportional to the direct resource time, and secondly 

by the concept of a lump sum overhead.  The study explained the 

surplus with certain formulas based on surplus capacity and total 

cost of operation as shown in Eq.2, where S is the surplus capacity, 

Tc the total cost of running the manufacturing system, Ci the cost 

required to make the I th  product, and m the total number of 

products produced [4]. 

 

S =Tc -  ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑖=𝑚 
𝑖=1       ---------------- Eq. 2 

Simulation-based ABC showed a significant advantage, if carefully 

planned and worked on the framework by proper verification and 

validation of the issues involved. The result showed the accurate 

cost information expressing ABC to help evaluate cost through 

modeled framework in the simulator WITNESS, which gave an 

output to aid the decision-making process. The output included a 

time based on the DES methodology, which generated accurate 

results of an ABC analysis within the manufacturing environment. 

The results efficiently allocated the cost or expenses with respect to 

the calculation of surplus capacity, management of quality cost, 

and capital justification. 

2.4 Production Cost-estimation Framework 

The development of a production-cost estimation to support 

product family design scope is to maintain economic scale with 

minimum values in the performance of each product in the 
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production system [6]. Production cost is the primary concern of the 

estimation framework to support product component design 

based on ABC with concern to allocation estimation analysis. This 

includes the following stages: 

1. Concept stage: utilizing an ABC analysis, explicitly state 

explanations of appropriate resource-allocation in each 

activity 

2. Estimation stage: work in direct and indirect cost with respect 

to resource data 

3. Analysis stage: rank costs 

4. To understand the costs, the authors [6] selected the exact 

component or design variable involved in the products 

(more explicitly, this thesis is mainly concerned with 

manpower and equipment for this).  

5. Estimations were based on reduced usage of the activities 

and reduce the time  

6. An example of production process is considered to 

understand the cost-estimation with activity-based costing 

(ABC). This method considered the components, design 

variables, and process variables. 

Production costs of each component was carefully analyzed 

by allocating the required resources and eliminating wasteful 

activities. These cost estimations were further utilized to build 

cost functions. 
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Chapter 3: SOLUTION APPROACH AND OPERATIONAL 

SCENARIOS 

3.1 Approach 

A cost analysis framework is proposed to estimate bridge inspection 

costs for using sUAS by selecting the exact component or the 

parameters incurred in each activity to support the inspection 

process to optimize or control costs. These variables will be 

predicted based on the inspection process requirements. The 

framework is applied to the activity flow to allocate an activity step-

by-step by utilizing the resources allocated for that activity. Similarly, 

the activities in the chain are to be planned as per the resources 

requirement and the time necessary to monitor each activity. This 

allows for accurate and consistent costing by proposing ABC in the 

sUAS bridge-inspection process by creating a cost-function 

graphical representation. 

To evaluate the above approach, it is critical to understand the 

bridge inspection process. To extract the proper values, a DES of 

sUAS-assisted bridge inspection was constructed using the Arena 

simulation software package by Rockwell Automation. This 

software can be effectively used to predict total inspection time, 

and also to optimize the cost for such inspections. A simulation 

model can be made for both conventional and sUAS bridge-

inspection processes. 
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3.2 Operational Scenarios 

This section provides scenarios to illustrate how the proposed system 

will assist bridge inspectors in the collection of visual data using sUAS 

during routine bridge inspections. 

3.2.1 Ideal Operational Scenario  

In an ideal operational scenario, operations take place during 

daylight hours, in good visibility conditions acceptable for sUAS 

operations, no roadway or pedestrian traffic, and at least five miles 

away from any other aviation activity. Also, this scenario assumes 

that FDOT performed the planning of the inspection and a hands-

on inspection is not required, and the inspection to be performed is 

a routine one. 

To gather visual information of the bridge with the new system, the 

process starts by the inspection crew (i.e., team leader, an assistant 

bridge inspector, visual observer, and sUAS operator) arriving to the 

inspection site. The team leader and the assistant bridge inspector 

record the basic information such as bridge location, bridge 

orientation, inspection crew, air temperature, weather conditions, 

and time. In the meantime, the sUAS operator and visual observer 

start setting up the sUAS, the image acquisition system, and the 

base station or visual interface for the inspection. Before taking-off, 

the pilot verifies the battery status of the sUAS and its components, 

and verifies that the image acquisition system is capturing and 

transmitting video feed to the visual interface.  

Usually, the team starts by inspecting the deck. The sUAS system 

equipped with the image acquisition system flies over the surface 

of the bridge. The deck inspection can take between 10 to 15 
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minutes. The team leader and the assistant bridge inspector guide 

the pilot to focus on specific areas of interest (e.g., bearings, signs 

of cracking, corrosion, and spalling) based on the video feed 

streamed to the visual interface in near real-time. The team leader 

annotates the areas of interest. While the sUAS is flying, the visual 

observer keeps communication checks with the pilot and scans for 

unexpected aircraft activities, birds, people, and traffic. After the 

deck is inspected, the pilot verifies the remaining flight time of the 

system. If it is necessary, the sUAS returns to the base station to get 

its batteries replaced. Then, the inspection crew proceed to collect 

visual data of the superstructure, as well as the substructure 

following a similar procedure to the one described above 

(inspecting the superstructure usually takes between 15 to 20 

minutes, while inspecting the substructure takes around 10 to 15 

minutes). While inspecting the superstructure, special attention is 

given to the bearings or connections since they provide the critical 

link between the superstructure and the substructure and are 

usually located at hard-to-reach locations. The video feed from the 

image acquisition system in the sUAS is auto-saved and shown in 

near real-time in the visual interface, so the team leader and the 

assistant bridge inspector have access to the images to report the 

observations. 

3.2.2 Operational Scenario: Windy Conditions 

In the “windy-conditions” operational scenario, the main difference 

with the ideal operations scenario is the change in the environment 

conditions, namely the presence of wind. 
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3.2.3 Operational Scenario: Traffic Conditions 

For most bridges, traffic is an inevitable factor. According to FAA 

regulations, sUAS systems cannot be flown in close proximity or 

above traffic. Hence the sUAS cannot be used for deck inspection 

due to traffic and pedestrian path except with the presence of an 

inspection personnel who will be responsible for observing traffic 

and guiding the sUAS pilot. The sUAS team will consist of the 

pilot/operator, and two visual observers. In a situation where the 

bridge location is less than five miles distance from the airport, the 

sUAS crew will require authorization from the airport tower. In this 

scenario, all other factors surrounding the inspection are favorable. 

The operation begins with the inspection crew recording basic 

information surrounding the bridge site while the sUAS team sets up 

the system and image acquisition system. The sUAS visual observers 

proceed to stand at opposite sides of the bridge having a clear 

view of approaching traffic. The observers both communicate with 

the sUAS pilot using a two-way radio transceiver telling him/her 

when it is safe to fly the aircraft. The observers wait until there is no 

traffic or pedestrian present before giving the pilot the go-ahead 

to fly the sUAS over the deck. When there is an approaching 

vehicle, the pilot will move the sUAS behind a barrier or to a 

distance greater than 500 feet from non-participants to ensure FAA 

requirements are met. From this point, the team leader and the 

assistant bridge inspector guide the pilot to focus on specific areas 

of interest. The team leader then records observations made and 

passes the information to the inspector. When this observation 

process is completed, the pilot navigates the sUAS back to landing. 
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Chapter 4: SYSTEM ENGINEERING PROCESS 

4.1 System Overview 

The sUAS technology (per request of the client) armed with high 

definition, image-acquisition system, and a visual interface for the 

inspector that will satisfy the FDOT needs as well as alleviate the 

costs and amount of time invested on bridge inspections. The main 

technical challenge is to allow for the streaming of the video feed 

on the sUAS image-capturing device to the inspector’s visual 

interface. The product will also reduce the risks associated with 

traffic control, the inspection personnel, and the use of aerial work 

platforms (AWP) or ropes.  

4.2 Stakeholders Definitions 

4.2.1 Active stakeholders: 

 Bridge inspection crew: main bridge inspector 

 sUAS pilot: person responsible for preflight inspections and 

maintenance of the sUAS 

 sUAS operator: person controlling the payload of the sUAS  

 Visual observer (VO): person who assists and supports the 

pilot to ensure that the sUAS operates within visual line-of-

sight limits. 

4.2.2 Interested stakeholders: 

 FHWA bridge management systems:  assists bridge owners in 

selecting and performing work that is the right activity, to the 

right bridge, at the right time, and at the right cost (as per 

national bridge inventory (NBI)) 

 FDOT: organization funding the project (i.e., sponsor) 
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 DOT’s nationwide: potential customers, who might adapt 

their bridge inspection practices to the one developed in this 

project 

 American association of state highway and transportation 

officials (AASHTO) 

 Federal aviation administration (FAA): entity that gives a 

certificate of authorization (COA) necessary for public a sUAS 

operations 

 Airports/heliports: sUAS-operational areas should be located 

at least five miles away from any airport or heliport 

 Training and support personnel 

 National highway institute: organization that provides 

certification in bridge inspections. 

4.3 Primary Responsibilities 

Primary responsibilities include identifying, reviewing, clarifying, and 

prioritizing functional requirements for sUAS-assisted inspections. The 

functional requirements include the product’s input, output, and 

behavioral requirements in terms of calculations, technical details, 

data manipulation, and all necessary criteria for the system. The key 

role of the functional requirements is to design the system 

framework involved in the entire process and interconnect 

activities which help in the implementation of the system. 

Behavioral requirements of each response in the system evaluate 

the best use of the product.   

Requirements are completely and comprehensively elaborated 

and documented to reflect needs of stakeholders as shown in 
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Figure 4-1. Requirements are collected or controlled to establish the 

baseline and estimate the product value. 

Figure 4-1. Stakeholders Discussion/Interaction points 

 

4.4 Primary System Functional Requirements 

The system will: 

• Pass an inspection as per the requirements of the national 

bridge inspection standards (NBIS)  

• Operate under a third-party contractor ensuring compliance 

with FAA regulations 

• Include an image capturing device 

• Reach any area of interest of the inspected structure visually 
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• Include a visual interface for the inspector 

• Provide real-time data to the visual interface 

• Store visual data as requested by the inspector 

• Maintain a prolonged battery life  

• Include a performance estimation based on ideal flying 

condition in a controlled environment (e.g., maximum 

speed, altitude, or distance) 

• Operate under at least the same environment as the current 

system 

• Utilize obstruction preventive measures  
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Chapter 5: SUAS IMPLEMENTATION FUNDAMENTALS 

As previously mentioned, sUAS are remotely controlled and can 

carry payloads such as cameras, sensors, and other 

communication equipment. Research in sUAS has increased in 

interest over several decades. It started during World War I and has 

reached the level of sophistication that the use of sUAS is being 

considered in many fields, including bridge inspections. This thesis 

builds on past research (e.g., the feasibility studies based on budget 

analysis) [2] and furthers the literature by explaining the usefulness 

and recommending the need of sUAS to authorities like 

department of transportation and the inspection companies by 

optimizing the cost (e.g., reducing man-hours). 

 

5.1 Decision-Making 

It can be costly to make a bad decision for sUAS implementation. 

Here, the intention is to make the bridge inspection manager, or 

the transportation manager understand the feasibility of sUAS in 

terms of cost and time. Ideally, this thesis will convince stakeholders 

and responsible authorities of the usefulness of sUAS as well. The 

decision-making process as related to sUAS is shown in Figure 5-1.  

There are sUAS-parameters which are determined by certain 

selection processes. Decision-making is a challenging phase with 

multiple criteria and associated risks. The design team works on the 

decision-making procedure for making the best decisions. It starts 

with design requirements based on stakeholder’s reviews and 

feedback mentioned in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 5-1. Decision-Making Process for  sUAS 
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5.2 Conceptual Phase 

 

 

Figure 5-2. SUAS Conceptual Design-Understanding of Requirement 

Figure 5-2 illustrates the major component that the sUAS is required 

to satisfy is the design requirement, which is understood by 

conceptual design flow chart, (i.e., a typical understanding of the 

process to generate a satisfactory configuration of sUAS). The 

primary concern of the design is the “selection.” Figure 5-2 also 

illustrates the configuration optimization by working on the cost 
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involved in sUAS conceptual design phase. This phase can be 

considered the evaluation and analysis helping decision-making, 

but there is not much calculation. The output of the phase is the 

sUAS that epitomizes the sUAS configuration.  

5.3 Preliminary Phase 

The conceptual phase (see Figure 5-2) is the ground work for the 

preliminary phase, once the conceptual design is satisfied. 

 

Figure 5-3. Working System Chart on The Process Executing Inspection 

The preliminary phase Figure 5-3 provides an idea of the entire 

process involved in bridge inspection. The first step is to utilize 

ground station planning to check the clear accessibility defining 

the station situated. Once the sUAS raster of the given section 

spanned with the number of bays is completed, it will define the 

time taken by the sUAS to finish the next step. The next step includes 

data collection and verification for correction, where checks are 

made to for quality assurance. Third, the data is processed. Fourth, 

the data is analyzed. This takes into consideration the immediate 
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analysis with feedback interpretation of data as obtained from the 

sUAS. 

5.4 Design 

The design details consider the information from the conceptual 

and preliminary phases. The information must be explicitly stated 

and incorporated into the design layout to calculate the duration 

of inspecting. This information minimally includes length, width, and 

bays of the design, and is able give output to define the cost-

benefit analysis (CBA) with respect to hourly cost and man-hours 

required based on a simulation. 

           

Figure 5-4 The Phases 

The arena model explains the performance of sUAS in terms of time 

required to inspect the bridge. This includes the following: (1) total 

length of the bridge divided into sections based on span 

calculated; (2) each span is scanned via sUAS with respect to the 

bay divided (especially in case of concrete bridges); (3) time 

calculated for each span based on the time taken to cover each 

bay, depending the on number of bays for the respective span 

length; (4) each section of a divided span gives the total time of 

gathering the data. Data analysis is recommended to be done 

immediately after the data gathering.  
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5.5 Evaluation 

After these three phases have been completed, an evaluation 

must be performed to review the design process and to ensure that 

at the process is satisfactory to proceed with the next stage of 

accepting the SUAS concept by the respective stakeholders or the 

authorities. Evaluations must be intrinsic in the system to process the 

phases for decision-making. Performance, stability, operation, time, 

and cost affect evaluations. The intent is to understand the 

configuration in order to qualitatively improve the design concept 

of sUAS, usually via a proposal checklist. The evaluation method 

adopted in the thesis is based on the simulation model framework 

of the process (see Chapter 6, section 6.2 and 6.3) in order to 

develop a cost estimation framework (see Chapter 7). 
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Chapter 6: SIMULATION FOR BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

6.1 Background of the Problem and Objective 

The basis of the thesis is to study the cost analysis of using sUAS in 

bridge inspection over the conventional method of inspection, 

allowing for an easier understanding for the transportation 

manager in terms of optimized cost and decide whether to opt for 

sUAS or the conventional method. As noted by the literature review, 

the main gaps between the two methods include: 

 Duration to complete the inspection  

 Reduction in the number of on-site staff and their safety 

 Cost savings in reduction of MOT activities 

To show implementation of the solution approach, this thesis used 

bridge data from Brevard County, Melbourne, Florida to determine 

the percentage of bridges that would benefit from sUAS inspections 

based on cost analysis. 

6.2 Detailed Process Flow Description  

A conceptual model was prepared to understand the process 

involved in bridge inspection using SUAS given the current process. 

The model in Figure 6-1 explains that the transportation engineer 

initiates the ground work to plan the inspection in order to 

understand the site condition and observe the environmental 

condition suitable to start the inspection with SUAS.  
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Figure 6-1. The Process Implementing Inspection 

The process starts with the inspection crew (i.e., team leader, 

assistant bridge inspector, visual observer, sUAS pilot, and sUAS 

operator) arriving at the inspection site. The team leader and the 

assistant bridge inspector record the basic information such as 

bridge location, bridge orientation, inspection crew, air 

temperature, weather conditions, and time. In the meantime, the 

sUAS pilot and visual observer start setting up the sUAS/sUAS, the 

image acquisition system, and the base station or visual interface 

for the inspection. Before taking off, the pilot verifies the battery 

status of the sUAS and the operator verifies the battery status of the 
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image acquisition system and that it is capturing and transmitting 

video feed to the visual interface. This SUAS system has the ability to 

fly without GPS signal and the image acquisition system has the 

ability to look upward.  

Usually, the team starts by inspecting the deck. The sUAS system 

equipped with the image acquisition system flies over the surface 

of the bridge. The team leader and the assistant bridge inspector 

guide the pilot to focus on specific areas of interest (e.g., bearings, 

signs of cracking, and other damages) based on the video feed 

streamed to the visual interface in near real-time. The team leader 

annotates the areas of interest. While the sUAS is flying, the visual 

observer completes communication checks with the pilot and 

scans for unexpected aircraft activities, birds, people, and traffic. 

After the deck is inspected, the pilot verifies the remaining flight 

time of the system. If it is necessary, the sUAS returns to the base 

station and the batteries are replaced. Then, the inspection crew 

proceeds to collect visual data of the superstructure, as well as the 

substructure following a similar procedure to the one described 

above. The video feed on the image acquisition system in the sUAS 

is auto-saved in the visual interface, allowing the team leader and 

the assistant bridge inspector to access to the images to report the 

observations. 

6.3 DES Modeling for sUAS Bridge Inspection testing 

As stated in Section 4.5, the simulation of sUAS bridge inspection 

was constructed using Arena simulation software package by 

Rockwell Automation, whose purpose is to predict the cost in man-

hours needed for such inspections. Based on the available data, 

several assumptions were formulated:  
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 Bridges had equal section lengths exactly as long as the 

maximum flight distance of the sUAS 

 Travel time between bridge sections and ground setup area 

was negligible 

 Process times were point estimates, using triangularly 

distribution with highs and lows at ±10% 

 Video data quality was always perfect. 

Given these assumptions, simulation models in Arena were 

prepared. The configurations were constructed to test the 

hypothesis that average inspection time will decrease if battery 

changes and data verification processes are run in parallel. After 

an initial setup time (15 minutes), a single drone entity rotated 

across the bridge governed by several point estimate parameters. 

The maximum flight time (MFT) of the drone was exactly its battery 

life, which was estimated to be 20 minutes. Based on the flight 

speed of the drone (0.33 feet per second), this yielded an estimate 

of the maximum length of bridge the drone could inspect over the 

life of one battery. Thus, considering example from past studies [1], 

the bridge was assumed to be 820 feet in length with two sections 

of 50 feet, five sections of 118 feet, and one section 130 feet in 

length. The width was divided into six bays spacing and the total 

inspection time was calculated.  

In the model configurations, the drone entity took on these process 

parameters then traveled to the bridge and iterated through the 

bridge section inspection loop. After leaving the inspect-section 

process, the drone entity landed to have its battery replaced. At 

this point, the video data collected by the drone was verified to 

ensure its quality was sufficient to identify bridge faults. The battery 
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change process had an estimated duration of two minutes, while 

the data verification process was one-fourth of the maximum flight 

time (20 minutes / 4 = 5 minutes).  

After the battery change and data verification process, a decision 

node asked if the data quality was acceptable with two-way by-

chance outcomes. If no, then the section needed to be re-

inspected. If yes, the entity was asked if there were more sections. 

If yes, then the number of sections was updated, and the loop was 

repeated for the next section. If no more sections were left to be 

inspected, then the inspection was considered completed 

successfully, and the drone exited the system. Each replication was 

halted after exactly one drone exited the system. 

The model configurations were created to simulate the difference 

between having the battery change processes (BCP) and data 

verification processes (DVP). In terms of cost, the big difference 

here could have been having an extra operator in the team to 

facilitate the BCP and DVP in parallel. The model in Figure 6 

duplicates the entity immediately after landing, post-inspection 

process and sends one duplicate entity to both the BCP and the 

DVP. The entity was then recombined, adding only the slowest 

process time to the total inspection time. In this way, the time to 

complete each of these processes contributed to the total 

inspection time.  
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Figure 6-2. sUAS Bridge Inspection Time Model: Data Verification and Battery 

Change Processes 

 

The result for total inspection time from the simulation model using 

Arena computed (see Appendix B) to be 343 minutes (5.70 hours) 

with man-hour of a four-member crew to be 22.80 hours. 

Comparatively, the conventional method would take 19 hours of 

inspection and 114 man-hours (see Appendix C). The hours in the 

conventional method in terms of under-bridge-inspection trucks 

(UBIT) include the traffic control or diverting of traffic, setting the 

truck and other vehicles for inspection, inspection time for 

monitoring, measuring, taking pictures of the damage, and noting 

the points on damages, which includes six to eight crew members 

(e.g., driver). Table 6-1 illustrates the bridges in Brevard County used 

as an example in the simulation model to verify the inspection time. 

Tables 6-2 and 6-3 show simulation results for the sUAS and 

conventional methods (see Appendix C), respectively.  
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Table 6-1 Selected List of Bridges in Brevard County 

 

Description
Length 

(ft)

Span 

(ft)

No.of 

Span

Width

(ft)

No. of 

Bays

Linear 

Distance 

(ft)

Year of 

Built

 US-1- Eau Gallie River 270 54 62 98.8 12 3335 1961

Sykes Creek .8 Mile North of SR-

520, Prestressed Stringer/Multi-

beam or girder (7 spans)

301 43 40 46.3 6 1741 1970

Babcock Street over I-95 408 134 13 34.8 4 1774 1969

Principal Arterial - Other 

Freeways or Expressways 

(Urban)

484 80 27 35.4 4 2141 1969

0.7 Mile N of SR-528, 0.7 Mile N 

of SR-528
630 205 12 31.2 4 2457 2002

Crosses Eau Gallie River, Apollo 

Blvd - Eau Gallie
650 54 131 86.9 11 7061 2015

Crosess St. Johns River 1068 82 68 42 5 5607 2004

It connects State Road A1A in 

Indian River County, Florida, to 

State Road A1A in Brevard 

County, Florida.

1548 180 40 37 5 7160 1965

Crocessing Indian River 3209 221 15 55.1 7 22103 2010
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Table 6-2: Simulation Result for Bridge Inspection Using sUAS – Inspection time & Man-Hour 

 

Description

Linear 

Distance 

(ft)

Year of 

Built

No.of 

Batteries

Inspection+

Video 

editing+Re

port Time  

(UAV) hrs

No. in 

Crew

UAV 

Man-

Hour

Base time 

(8 working 

hr) (Days)

Unit Cost/hr
Cost sUAV 

Inspection

 US-1- Eau Gallie River 3335 1961 8 9.00 4 36.00 1 $620 $5,580

Sykes Creek .8 Mile North of SR-

520, Prestressed Stringer/Multi-

beam or girder (7 spans)

1741 1970 4 10.00 4 40.00 1.25 $620 $6,200

Babcock Street over I-95 1774 1969 4 10.00 4 40.00 1.25 $620 $6,200

Principal Arterial - Other 

Freeways or Expressways 

(Urban)

2141 1969 5 10.00 4 40.00 1.25 $620 $6,200

0.7 Mile N of SR-528, 0.7 Mile N 

of SR-528
2457 2002 6 12.00 4 48.00 2 $620 $7,440

Crosses Eau Gallie River, Apollo 

Blvd - Eau Gallie
7061 2015 18 16.00 4 48.00 2 $620 $9,920

Crosess St. Johns River 5607 2004 14 14.00 4 56.00 2 $620 $8,680

It connects State Road A1A in 

Indian River County, Florida, to 

State Road A1A in Brevard 

County, Florida.

7160 1965 18 18.00 4 72.00 2 $620 $11,160

Crocessing Indian River 22103 2010 55 25.00 4 100.00 3 $620 $15,500
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Table 6-3: Simulation Result for Bridge Inspection Using Conventional Inspection – Inspection Time & Man-Hour  

Description

Linear 

Distance 

(ft)

Open No. of UBIT

Inspection+

Data 

Analysis+ 

Report Time 

(CI) hrs

No. in 

Crew

Conve

ntional 

Insp 

Man-

Hour

Base time 

(8 working 

hr) (Days)

Unit Cost/hr

Cost of 

Conventional 

Inspection

 US-1- Eau Gallie River 3335 1961 1 18.00 6 108 2 $890 $16,020

Sykes Creek .8 Mile North of SR-

520, Prestressed Stringer/Multi-

beam or girder (7 spans)

1741 1970 1 20.00 6 120 3 $890 $17,800

Babcock Street over I-95 1774 1969 1 22.00 6 132 3 $890 $19,580

Principal Arterial - Other 

Freeways or Expressways 

(Urban)

2141 1969 1 23.00 6 138 3 $890 $20,470

0.7 Mile N of SR-528, 0.7 Mile N 

of SR-528
2457 2002 1 28.00 6 168 4 $890 $24,920

Crosses Eau Gallie River, Apollo 

Blvd - Eau Gallie
7061 2015 2 26.00 6 156 3 $1,210 $31,460

Crosess St. Johns River 5607 2 30.00 6 180 4 $1,210 $36,300

It connects State Road A1A in 

Indian River County, Florida, to 

State Road A1A in Brevard 

County, Florida.

7160 1965 2 31.00 6 186 4 $1,210 $37,510

Crocessing Indian River 22103 2010 3 34.00 10 340 4 $1,690 $57,460
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6.4 Simulation Results 

In the model described, simulation experiments were run first using 

the base-case point estimates of the system parameters as well as 

triangularly distributed, mean process-times with high times +10% 

and low times -10% of each process time. The choice of such 

narrow triangular distributions was predicated on the ideal nature 

of the assumptions about the system. This allows for the effect of 

artificially low range inspection time estimates using 600 

replications. 

The total inspection time [2] can be expressed as: 

TDGT = IST + Σn
i = 1 TSTi + (x * BCT) 

 

where, 

n = total number of bridge sections 

x = number of times that batteries will need to be changed 

TDGT – total data gathering time 

IST – initial setting time  

TST- total section time  

BCT- battery change time 

Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the total time of inspection for sUAS and 

conventional methods of inspection with respect to the size of the 

bridge, including the time for video editing and data analysis. The 

concept of DES is to evaluate the specific time of inspection 

corresponding to the bridge size mentioned in Table 2.  
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o Video editing for sUAS can take twice the data gathering 

time [2]. Considering the above example, where the total 

data gathering time was up to 323 minutes (5.5 hours). 

Therefore, the video editing time could be up to 646 minutes 

(11 hours). In terms of the conventional method as per the 

Florida department of transportation (FDOT) procedure 

requires the signed and sealed inspection report, as well as 

the update of the database, be performed within 60 days of 

the completion of the field inspection. 
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Chapter 7: COST ESTIMATION FRAMEWORK 

The cost estimation framework supports the sUAS concept 

designed for bridge inspection as an alternative to the 

conventional method. This starts with stakeholder’s requirements, 

scope to inform decision-making, and understanding the influence 

of resources and time consumed. This allows the maintenance of 

economic scale with minimum values in the performance of bridge 

inspection where resource costs are the primary concern. To 

achieve the proposed alternate, the cost estimation-frame is 

developed as shown in Figure 7-1 [6]. This is illustrated in the 

following stages, further detailed below: (1) allocation, (2) 

estimation, and (3) analysis.  

 

7.1 Allocation Stage  

In the allocation stage, the process activities are planned and 

based on the activity required resources in the form of labor and 

equipment. To understand the resources needed, equipment 

corresponding to the particular activity of SUAS is considered. As it 

is used for the bridge inspection process, it is important to have 

recorded data of the bridge to be inspected (e.g., length and 

width). Details are gathered ahead of the discussion stage, where 

the stakeholder confirms their requirements and approves the 

required resources. To confirm resources, a basic resource table is 

prepared to understand the consumption of resources by the 

activity and costs incurred.  
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Other cost factors are called cost drivers, which give the overall 

cost and information to be added in the estimation stage to 

understand the feasibility of the activities and the resources (see 

Table 7-1).  

Table 7-1: Required Resources for SUAS 

 

For a resource table of the conventional method of inspection, see 

Table 7-2. The intention of the allocation stage is to optimize the 

cost and give a comparative study to understand the differences 

in methods of inspection and help the transportation manager or 

senior inspector to make a decision. 
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Table 7-2: Required Resources for Conventional Method  

7.2 Estimation Stage 
The estimation stage is based on the activities and resources in the 

form of labor and equipment. It is the required man-hours and 

specific equipment (e.g., the sUAS) already made and assigned. It 

also includes the material cost (e.g., propellers, motors, landing 

gear, booms, main drone body part) and the cost for attachments 

required facilitate the inspection (e.g., high resolution camera, 

gimbal, batteries, sensors, receiver, and antenna). Cost is 

conceptualized as the consumption rate on the resources. In this 

case, this includes the initial cost of equipment or the customization 

of drones, software used for data transmission, software capable of 

automatic take-off, and a GPS system as required. Once the sUAS 

is in the process of inspection, battery consumption cost is taken 

into calculation as well (i.e., the number of batteries used with 

respect to the battery life of 20 minutes and size of bridge). 
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Other considerations include report generation costs (e.g., video 

editing and maintenance costs). Variability depends upon the 

resources and the time consumed for inspection since the cost is 

calculated hourly. Simulation-based costing provides the exact 

values of consumption corresponding to the size of the bridge. 

Overall, the idea is to optimize the cost of inspection using SUAS 

compared to the conventional method. 

Costs can be incurred by direct (e.g., materials, labor, and 

processing time) and indirect (e.g., work-in-process inventory, 

setup, and material handling and transferring) production activities. 

7.3 Analysis Stage  

The analysis stage concludes the potential cost verification. This is 

done by proper use of resources and with exact quantity to be 

allocated. Optimization of cost corresponding to the resources and 

activity are monitored. The market rate is compared in terms of men 

and equipment, and a comparative study is done extracting the 

values from simulation modeling. This gives the results in terms of 

man-hour and the cost to conduct the inspection.  
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Chapter 8: ESTIMATING INSPECTION COST 

Inspection frequency is considered as part of the routine inspection, 

which can be done at 12-, 24-, or 48-month intervals depending on 

bridge conditions. This allows for a reduction in the risk of bridge 

failure. Inspection involves observation, measurements required to 

determine the physical and functional condition, and identification 

of the variations from the previous recorded data to ensure the 

structural safety of the bridges. 

As discussed in Sections 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3, the economic evaluation 

verifies the cost for the alternative concept of bridge inspection 

using sUAS over conventional bridge. The intention is to alleviate the 

costs and amount of time invested for bridge inspection. Chapter 

6, Section 6.3, highlighted the reduced duration for inspection with 

SUAS compared to conventional inspections. Therefore, time cost 

was calculated. As discussed in Section 7.1, the cost calculation 

was based on resources (e.g., men and equipment). 

Table 8-1 illustrates the required resources for bridge inspection with 

sUAS. Tables 8, 9, and 10 explain the resources required for the 

conventional method by using 1, 2, and 3 numbers of UBIT with 

corresponding numbers of manpower. These details help predict 

the cost of particulars in terms of hours, which helps in calculating 

the total cost. Note, the costs fluctuate with market values. 
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 sUAV Inspection Team      

Description Inspection team No 

  Senior Inspector 1 

  Inspector/Load Rater 1 

  UAV Pilots 1 

  ATMS/Signal Inspector 1 

      

      

Description Inspection team No 

Inspection equipments  
Cost of sUAV   

 sUAV with Top-Mountable Sensors/ Training 1 

 Video Editing Cost +Report 1 

 Estimated Initial Costs for Batteries 1 
   

      

Table 8-1: Resources (Men & Equipment) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8-2: Resource List for Conventional Inspection with 1UBIT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONVENTIONAL METHOD 1UBIT 

Manual Bridge Inspection   

Description 
Inspection 

team 

Team leader (Main Inspector/Bridge Inpec.)  1 

Bridge Inspector 2 

Inspector/Load Rater 1 

Vehicle Operator/Driver - hotel cost, insurance 1 

Report writing 1 

Inspection equipments   

Inspection Vehicle  

One (1) Hydra Platform HP32 or HP35, Min 2days rent 

/ 1200   
Freight in**: 1 

Freight out** 1 

Weekly Rent 1 

Traffic Control / MoT   
  

ATMS/Signal Inspector  
Traffic Contorl Cost   
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Table 8-3: Resource List for Conventional Inspection with 2 UBIT 

 

 

Table 8-4: Resource List for Conventional Inspection with 3 UBIT 

 

CONVENTIONAL METHOD 2 UBIT 
Manual Bridge Inspection   

Description 

Inspection 

team 

Team leader ( Main Inspector/Bridge Inpec.)  1 

Bridge Inspector 2 

Inspector/Load Rater 2 

Vehicle Operator/Driver - hotel cost, insurance 2 

Report writing 1 

Inspection equipments  
Inspection Vehicle  

One(1) Hydra Platform HP32 or HP35 , Min 2days rent 

/ 1200   

Freight in**: 2 

Freight out** 2 

Weekly Rent 2 

Traffic Control / MoT   

ATMS/Signal Inspector 1 

Traffic Contorl Cost  
 

CONVENTIONAL METHOD 3 UBIT 

Manual Bridge Inspection 

Description 

Inspection 

team 

Team leader (Main Inspector/Bridge Inpec.)  1 

Bridge Inspector 2 

Inspector/Load Rater 3 

Vehicle Operator/Driver - hotel cost, insurance 3 

Report writing 1 
 

 
Inspection equipments   

Inspection Vehicle  
One (1) Hydra Platform HP32 or HP35 , Min 2days rent / 

1200   
Freight in**: 3 

Freight out** 3 

Weekly Rent 3 

Traffic Control / MoT   

  
ATMS/Signal Inspector 1 

Traffic Contorl Cost  
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8.1 Cost Identification  

sUAS bridge inspection is a feasible method in the field.  Cost is the 

primary concern. This includes the making of a sUAS, training to 

understand controls and get a licensed piolet, inspection crews, 

and battery replacements. Similarly, a conventional inspection 

method would also include the cost of UBIT for inspection, 

inspection crews, and other inspection equipment as lump sum 

amount.  

8.1.1 sUAS cost 

The initial cost of selected equipment (i.e., sUAS) includes the sUAS 

platform, sensors, and batteries [1]. sUAS with a top-mounted sensor 

would cost up to $3,500, sensors and gimbals attached to the sUAS 

platform would cost up to $4,000. See Table 11 for a more detailed 

explanation of the prices. Cost for training purpose using four, small 

training copters are up to $700 each, which brings the total up to 

$2,800. 

Table 8-5 Maintenance Replacement Cost 

 

 

 

 

SUAS Component Cost per Component 
Cost per Hour 

of Use 

   
Motors  $60.00 $0.40 

ESCs  $30.00 $0.20 

Propellers  $15.00 $0.10 
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8.1.2 Battery cost 

Estimated, initial battery cost can be calculated in terms of the 

battery life or the flight-time duration (here, approximately 20 

minutes per battery). As mentioned in Section 6.3, a bridge with a 

length of 820 feet has a total inspection time of 343 minutes; this 

would require 13 batteries. The cost of a battery would be $200 

each, totaling $2,600 for 13. The cost for batteries would vary 

corresponding to the bridge sizes. The cost would preferably be 

considered in terms of cost per hour since the work is done on an 

hourly basis. As the batteries are replaced throughout inspection, 

the cost can be equivocated at $2.67 an hour for SUAS with top-

mountable sensors. 

8.1.3 Training cost 
 

sUAS operators training cost, as per the FAA, includes 40 hours of 

supervised and unsupervised flight time. It is recommended to 

include 20 hours under supervision of a certified flight inspector 

(CFI), 20 hours of solo flight, and 10 takeoff and landings. Therefore, 

the average hourly rate for sUAS training ranges from $20 to $30 per 

hour [2] [6]. 

8.1.4 Inspection crews and equipment cost 
    

Inspection crews of the bridge inspection team are trained and 

certified to the inspection process as per bridge inspection 

standard (BIS) and federal highway administration (FHWA).         

Table 8 - 6 explains the salary calculated, based on the 2015 Florida 

income tax, revised in 2017. 
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Table 8-6: Salary List of Inspection Crew's as Based on the 2015 Tables of Florida, USA 

Income Tax 

As per a quote for conventional inspection, the rental of bridge 

inspection equipment (e.g., a Hydra-platform, same as regional 

utilities) costs up to $8,200 per week, and a monthly rental would be 

$ 10,500 (where rent rates would be good for 60 days). Additionally, 

they provide operators for any of the units at $75.00 per hour with 

an 8-hours minimum per day. The time starts when the unit arrives 

on the bridge and includes hotel cost, insurance, fuel, and 

maintenance.  

8.1.5 Video editing cost and report 
 

Video editing cost can cost up to $30 an hour as it includes sniping 

video segments, zooming, rotating, color correcting, and blurring of 

objects or people where necessary [1]. The video editing software 

package is $250, which can be considered as included in the initial 

set-up of SUAS equipment. 

 

8.2 Consolidated Cost  

Based on the information presented in Sections 8.1.1 to 8.1.5, we 

can conclude that the consolidated cost is calculated based on 

the market value of the resources, which can fluctuate. Here, the 

final selection for a sUAS includes a multi-rotor aircraft, GoPro HERO 

3 Black edition camera, and a Windows-based tablet.  

Position State 

Salary per 

year 

per 

hour 

SENIOR CERTIFIED BRIDGE INSPECTOR State of Florida $60,988.22 $24.00 

ASSISTANT BRIDGE INSPECTOR TRAINEE  State of Florida $42,803.05 $14.86 

ASSISTANT BRIDGE INSPECTOR  State of Florida $47,296.68 $16.42 

UAV PILOT State of Florida $72,000.00 $25.00 

ASSISTANT UNDERWATER BRIDGE 

INSPECTOR State of Florida $43,014.30 $14.94 
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            Table 8-7: Production Cost of sUAS with One Attached Battery 

Training costs for 40 hours, at up to $30 per hour, equates to $1,200, 

adding the value of Table 8-7 the total production cost is $7,600 it 

depends if to invest to own a sUAS by the agency or the company 

are involved in bridge inspection or to rent. It need upgradation as 

the technology and the need increases. 

Table 8-8: Cost working sheet for sUAS inspection 

 

 

SELECTED sUAS - PRODUCTION COST PURPOSE 

TOTAL 

COST 

sUAS with Top-Mountable Sensors Bridge $3,500.00 

Sensor and Gimbal Cost 
  

Sensor 1 Bridge $1,300.00 

Gimbal 1 Bridge $1,400.00 

Battery Bridge $200.00 

   
$6,400.00 

sUAV 

Inspection  @ Florida (Brevard county)   

Description 

Inspection 

Team 

Inspection 

cost/Hr 

Overtime 

inspection 

rate  

Assignment 

Differential  

Regular 

Inspection 

Cost/Hr 

Overtime 

inspection 

Cost/Hr  

Senior 

Inspector 1 $26.69 $8.00 4.1 $30.79 $34.69 

Assistant 

Inspector/Load 

Rater 1 $17.79 $8.00 3.66 $21.45 $25.79 

UAV Pilots 1 $27.80 $8.00 3.66 $31.46 $35.80 

ATMS/Signal 

Inspector 1 $26.69 $8.00 3.66 $30.35 $34.69 

         Cost/Hr 114.05 130.97 

Hourly 

Inspection 

Cost         

Regular 

Inspection 

Cost/Hr 

Overtime 

inspection 

Cost/Hr  

On site Labor cost     $114.05 $130.97 

Vehicle Assigned Cost + Fuel   $83.40 $83.40 

Miscellaneous Cost   $8.50 $8.50 

Regular per day allowance   $18.90 $18.90 

Equipment Cost UAV + Video Editing 

cost +report battery     $395.03 $395.03 

       

        

Total cost 

per hour $619.88 $636.80 
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The inspection cost for per hour using sUAS is shown in Table 8-8 

which can be used in calculating the total inspection cost of the 

bridges mentioned in Table 6-2 , Section 6.3.  

For the conventional method of inspection, considering 1, 2, and 3 

numbers of UBIT, and the manpower cost (including cost of traffic 

control, signals, etc.), Table 8-9 shows the cost per hour for this 

inspection, which can be used in calculating the total inspection 

cost of the bridges mentioned in Table 6-3 in , Section 6.3. 

 

Table 8-9: Conventional Cost per Hour 

 

 

   

 

 

 

By substituting the values in respective Tables 6-2 and 6-3, the result 

of the simulation for bridge inspection process, we can calculate 

the total time for the inspection process. Figure 8-1 illustrates the 

cost comparison between conventional and SUAS bridge 

inspection. 

 

CONVENTIONAL METHOD 

UBIT Cost/Hour 

1 $910.00 

2 $1,205.74 

3 $1,685.72 
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Figure 8-1. Cost Comparison for Manual vs. sUAS Bridge Inspection 

The comparison shown is based on time taken for inspection, 

corresponding to the length, span, number of spans, number of 

bays, and calculating the time taken to complete one loop of the 

section with the divided number of bays. The simulation is 

formulated in such a way that it calculates the time taken for the 

section and the bay sections (see Figure 8-2). 

The main idea is to reduce the man-hours, which show that the 

labor recourse for inspection could be optimized in SUAS 

inspections. As the inspection crew would only require four 

members for the sUAS inspection, while a conventional inspection 

crew requires anywhere from six to ten (as noted in Tables 8-1, 8-2 

and 8-3). Figure 8-3 illustrates the comparison of man-hours 

between the conventional and sUAS-inspection method with 

respect to the time taken and the number of crews in the inspection 

team.  
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Figure 8-2. Time Comparison for Conventional vs. sUAS Bridge Inspection 

 

 

 

Figure 8-3. Comparison of Man-Hour for Conventional vs. sUAS Bridge Inspection 
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Chapter 9: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

9.1 Conclusion 

As an alternative to the conventional bridge inspection approach, 

the academic community and DOTs have been conducting 

research to understand the feasibility of using unmanned aerial 

systems (UAS) for bridge inspections. The overall conclusion from 

these research efforts have been that sUAS approaches could 

reduce inspection time, man-hours, and cost compared to 

conventional bridge inspection processes. Therefore, there is a 

need to develop studies to assist transportation decision-makers in 

deciding which bridge inspection method –conventional versus 

sUAS—will be best suitable for particular bridges. The objective of 

this thesis is to provide a first-step approach that will eventually result 

in a decision-support system to assist transportation decision-makers 

in deciding which bridge inspection method –conventional versus 

small unmanned aerial systems (sUAS)—will be best suitable for 

particular bridges.  

The approach developed in this thesis relies on discrete event 

simulation coupled with resource-based costing to determine if a 

bridge should be inspected using a conventional or sUAS 

approach. To show implementation of the solution approach, this 

thesis used data from nine bridges in Brevard County, Melbourne, 

Florida to determine which bridges would benefit from sUAS 

inspections based on cost analysis. The results showed that, 

considering different bridge sizes in Brevard County, sUAS-assisted 

bridge inspections would be the preferred choice versus the 
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conventional approach. Inspection time was reduced by almost 

80% with the introduction of sUAS inspections in some cases.  

9.2 Future Work and Limitations 

Future research should evaluate the environmental condition most 

suitable for sUAS, site condition (e.g., accessibility), and sUAS 

technical requirements that drive the operational development for 

the potential UAS (e.g., battery life depreciation, expected drone 

failures, and unideal conditions for data quality). Additionally, more 

information on bridge complexity, specifically the badly 

deteriorated complex bridges (e.g., steel bridges with complex 

connections). The complexity of the bridge could be a significant 

criterion like location of the bridge and its altitude, accessibility of 

the ground station, and relocation of the ground station.  

The disadvantages/limitations of the new system are as follows: 

 Additional regulatory and operational constraints imposed 

by flight authorities 

 The system does not fully replace existing operational 

methods, in the sense that in-depth analysis will still be 

required in some cases where uncertainty remains on the 

inspection data. 

 The system will impose collaboration with external UAS service 

supplier.  
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Appendix A 

Access Equipment 

Common access equipment includes, but 

not limited to: ladders, rigging, climbers and 

rope methods. 

Ladders: are mostly used to inspect the 

substructure elements. However, for security 

reasons, ladders can only be used to inspect 

areas that can be reached safely.  

 

Ladders could also be used to climb down, 

this type of ladder is called the hook-ladder, 

which is fastened to the bridge framing as 

shown in Figure 9-1. 

 

 

Rigging:  

This type of method is used to 

perform the inspection of both, 

substructure (see Figure 9-2) and 

superstructure, where there is no 

other way of accessing them. It 

consists of cables and platforms and 

it is a good option when access 

vehicles cannot be used, or where 

lane closures are not acceptable.            Figure 9-2.Rigging for Substructure Inspection 

 

 Climbers: these are mobile inspection platforms that “climb” steel cables 

(see Figure 9-3) 

 

Figure 9-1. Inspectors Using A Ladder. 

Obtained From [24]] 
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Figure 9-3. Climber.  

 Floats: these types of equipment are wood plank work platform hung by 

ropes as shown in Figure 9-4. Floats are typically used for situations where 

the inspector will be at a particular location for a relatively long period of 

time. 

 

 

Figure 9-4. Bridge Inspection Using Floats.  

 

 Bosu Chairs/Rappelling (Ropes): these chairs are suspended with a rope 

and can carry one inspector at a time as shown in Figure 9-5. They can 

be raised and lowered with block and tackle devices and require the use 

of independent safety lines. 
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Figure 9-5. Inspector Rappelling Substructure Unit.  

 

Access Vehicles 

Common access vehicles include, but not limited to: man lifts, bucket trucks, and 

others. 

 Man lift: this type of vehicle has a platform or bucket capable of holding 

one or more inspectors as shown in Figure 9-6. The man lift is attached to 

a hydraulic boom that is mounted on a carriage. An inspector controls 

the carriage directly from the platform. Usually, man lifts are not licensed 

to be used on highways and are limited to use on fairly level terrain.

 

Figure 9-6. Manlift 
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 Scissors Lift: these types of vehicles are used for bridge inspections with 

low clearance between the bridge and under passing roadway (see 

Figure 9-7). Typically, they have a maximum vertical reach of 20 feet and 

are designed for use on relatively level ground. 

 

 

Figure 9-7. Scissor Lift.  

 

 Bucket Truck: this vehicle is similar to a man lift. The main difference is that 

a bucket truck can be driven on a highway, and the inspector can only 

control the bucket and not the truck (see Figure 9-8). Similarly, as man lift, 

bucket trucks must be used on fairly level terrain.  
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Figure 9-8. Bucket Truck.  

 

 Under Bridge Inspection Vehicle: this type of vehicle is a bucket truck with 

an articulated boom designed to reach under the superstructure while 

parked on the bridge deck as shown in Figure 9-9. 

 

 

Figure 9-9. Under Bridge Inspection Vehicle 
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Below is the conventional method simulation model   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


